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Organizations that effectively manage change 

have been shown to consistently out-perform 

their competitors. A key element of effective 

change management is clear and consistent 

communication. This guide provides an approach 

for communicating change.

The  
Journey 
Begins 
Now
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What can be done to effectively manage change? 

Establish a clear vision and consensus for the project at the executive level. 

 » Moving through change requires a clear and compelling vision of the future. Everyone needs to understand why 
the organization is taking on the project and how the outcome of the project will personally affect them.

 » Gaining consensus at the senior level will increase the chance that the vision is supported and shared throughout 
the communication process. 

•	 Form a coalition of individuals to develop and implement the change approach. 

 » Successful projects are accomplished through a team representing key groups throughout the organization. These 
are comprised of business unit leaders and functional leaders that represent the organization.  

•	 Involve employees in the change process. Identify change champions.

 » Provide an opportunity for dialogue with those affected by the change to help them understand and process  
the change. 

 » Understanding the mood and disposition of the many groups and individuals involved will help in planning and 
targeting change communications.  

•	 Provide communication that involves clear messages reflecting the vision and business drivers for the change. 

 » Developing effective messages related to the vision and business drivers for the change will allow individuals to 
process and understand what is happening today and tomorrow.  

•	 Implement face-to-face and written communications throughout the process to keep people engaged  
and informed.  

•	 Measuring outcomes, thru simple surveys and interviews, targeted at stakeholders after the change has been 
complete will help in understanding the success of your program.  

What is our approach? 

We understand that there are necessary steps to approaching change. In this guide we outline what we recommend 
— and have done for our own Haworth projects — for understanding, communicating, and managing organizational 
change efforts.
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We recommend our change management workshop as an effective approach for bringing leaders together to explore these 
elements, and begin the process of developing messages for the change.

What is Change Management and Change Communication? 
 
Change management is the systematic approach to managing employee engagement and adoption when 
an organization changes how work will be done. It is accomplished through thoughtful communication. The 
vision and details about the change need to be clear, consistent, and shared throughout the organization. This 
communication focuses on how to help employees embrace, adopt, and utilize a change to their day-to-day 
work. 

Why is it important? 

Only 30 percent of change efforts succeed. Without a specific, structured approach, many change efforts fall short 
of the goal, resulting in wasted time, effort, and resources. Taking a focused approach to managing change can 
make the difference between success and failure to meet project goals. [Source: McKinsey & Company Research]



Change Communication Steps 

Clear, consistent communication during the process of change 
helps to create a shared understanding among stakeholders. 
Once individuals understand why the organization is taking 
on the project and can relate it to their own personal situation, 
they begin to see the future and “what’s in it for me.” 

Steps:

1. Create a change communication team early in the planning process.  

•	 This team should include the project manager, site planner, corporate 
communications, HR, IT, and department representative. One person 
should be designated as the change communication project lead. 

•	 Change communication meetings are held as frequently as needed 
to review project specifics, timelines, and key elements of the change, 
make assignments, and track progress. 

2. Develop a detailed communication project plan with a variety of 
activities, to be followed by the change communication team. From 
this plan, assign responsibilities. Schedule follow-up meetings to 
track progress. 

3. Share communications with the organization from the kick-off 
announcement to the move into the new space. Select the methods 
of communication that will be most effective in reaching the 
audiences affected—e-mail, dedicated website, meetings, learning 
sessions, FAQ’s. 

4. Monitor how the communications are being received. Make 
adjustments along the way. 

5. Celebrate successes.

Activities and Examples 

Keep in mind that each facility project is unique. The nature of the project, 
timing, and the organization will influence what types of communications 
are needed and in what sequence.* Here is a list of recommended change 
communications materials. 

•	 Project Announcement – internal and external 

•	 Organizational Announcement – statement of the project, vision, 
and future

•	 Project Kick-off Event – reception or gathering to introduce the 
project to the organization  

•	 Project Website – FAQs, email box for questions, surveys, contests, 
mock-ups, move schedules 

•	 Leader Talking Points – key points to share with managers and teams 
about the change; vision, business drivers, what’s in it for  
me (WIFM) 

•	 Executive Briefing – monthly updates on project and progress 

•	 Timeline Displays – visual displays for lobbies or café areas 
communicating the progress and completion date

•	 Lunch and Learn Meetings – sharing details, answering questions

•	 Building Fair – a sampling of what employees will experience in the 
new space

•	 Spring Cleaning – clean-up and recycle event to get ready for moving

•	 Move-in preparation and orientation – written or communicated in 
meetings on how to prepare. This may include move details, protocols 
and behaviors for the new space, technology use and guidelines, 
furniture care, recycling guidelines, etc.

•	 Welcome Guide – booklet or guide to orient employees to new 
building/space

•	 Celebration/Open House – celebrating the new space with 
employees, customers, and vendors

•	 Post-Move Sessions/Occupancy Survey – opportunity to check in 
with people to see how things are going; make adjustments; evaluate 
individual satisfaction of the new space

*The change workshop, completed early in the process, will help the project team identify which activities will have the 
most impact.
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Facilities and Change Communication Project Timelines 

The facilities project plan and timeline operates in parallel with the change communication plan. 
This diagram illustrates milestones along each path and points of intersection. This is a working 
tool for the communications project team to track milestones throughout the project.
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For success, a majority of change steps still need to take place within compressed schedules. However, the nature of the project, timing, and 
the organization will influence what types of communications are needed and in what sequence.

MONTH       00    01      02     03      04      05     06      07     08      09     10       11      12     13     14      15     16       17     18      19      20     21      22      23     24

NEW CONSTRUCTION/BUILDING
EXISTING BUILDING REFRESH
PARTIAL REFRESH

Issue  
Pre-Occupancy
Survey 

BEGINNING OF PROJECT FINAL STAGES OF PROJECTMIDDLE STAGES                OF PROJECT

Happens on an ongoing basis

EXAMPLES Change Communication Plan 

Announcement from Leaders

Organizational Announcement 

Executive Briefing 

Business Drivers

Project Website

FAQs 

Web Page Promotion

Manager Forums 

Manager and Employee Forum

Technology Tools & Processes

Clean-up and Recycle Day

Space Refresh Promotion

Protocols and Etiquette

Move Schedule

Communication Plan Summary
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Change Communication Plan 

The purpose of the plan is to carefully outline each communication activity, with steps and timing on planning, 
creation, and delivery. This is the plan used by the change communication team. It is used during their team 
meetings to identify activities, owners, timing, and progress.

24 Month    23 Month     22 Month   21 Month    20 Month   19 Month    18 Month    17 Month    16 Month    15 Month   14 Month    13 Month     12 Month    11 Month    10 Month     9 Month      8 Month      7 Month      6 Month      5 Month       4 Month      3 Month      2 Month   Weeks Prior      2-YEAR TIMELINE

1. Executive Announcement Insert Name

2. New Work Practices 

3. Website Development

4. FAQ Document

5. Meet with Communications Team

6. Various Articles

7. Email Announcing Internal Website

8. Videos from Leaders 

9. Discussion Blogs

10. Manager Forum

11. Banners/Promotional Pieces

12. Publish Space Guidelines & Protocols

13. Worker Orientation 

14. Training Content  

15. Temporary Move

16. House Key Guidelines 

17. Move-In Communications

Insert Name 

Insert Name

Insert Name

Insert Name

Insert Name

Insert Name

Insert Name 

Insert Name

Insert Name

Insert Name

Insert Name

Insert Name 

Insert Name  

Insert Name

Insert Name 

Insert Name

|  STEPS         |  OWNER                      |  TIMELINE

Move-In  
Day

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY
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Organizational Announcement of 
the Initiative 

This announcement was issued to all West Michigan 
employees at the kick-off of the initiative from Haworth’s 
President. It is a high-level overview of the initiative and 
the vision for Haworth’s 2 West refresh project.

Business Drivers – 2 West Refresh

Haworth wanted to formally demonstrate its business 
drivers and recognize the practice of new ways of working 
through the project. The formalization would allow the 
company to present the story and share the company’s 
knowledge with customers. It would also introduce the 
concept of flexible work to other areas of the organization, 
increasing work mobility and employee engagement. The 
business drivers help in the process of creating messages 
and reinforcing the vision.

Announcement from Leaders 

In this example, two executive sponsors led the 
project, the Vice President of Human Resources and 
Vice President of Marketing. This letter was sent to 
the organization and posted on the project web 
page on the company intranet.

The executive sponsor might be the business unit 
lead or another leader who can inspire excitement 
about the project and communicate key messages.

Executive Briefing

The executive briefing is a 
document to be shared with 
leaders to keep them up to 
date on the progress of the 
project and the change. It 
can be shared in electronic 
form or presented at 
manager meetings.



Project Website

A project website or web page serves as a go-to place for all information on the project. It is located on the employee 
intranet. Communication delivered in person is reiterated on the web page for repetition and consistency. The page was 
regularly updated, and a link was pushed to employees when new information was added.
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FAQ’s

Regular communication and dialogue throughout the process are essential to bringing people along through 
the change. FAQs are a vehicle to keep people informed, included, and engaged. These FAQs were posted on the 
employee intranet and updated regularly.

Web Page Promotion

A contest was held after publishing the web page to attract visitors and increase readership. 



Manager Forums 

Manager forums provided the chance to share information on the physical space, the space design, and 
furniture layouts. Displays were created in a community area so employees could walk up and visualize the 
future space and where they would be located. Renderings of workstations and meeting areas were included 
to help individuals see what their new workspace would look like. 
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Manager and Employee Forums

All employees participated in a discussion session about the space refresh. This was an opportunity to discuss 
with the group what they were looking forward to about the project, their concerns, and where they would 
need support. This document was shared with all employees. It was the basis for further communication around 
new policies, using technology, and best practices for communication and use of the space.

Employee forums were held in the weeks leading up to the move. Volunteers identified communication best 
practices, which were shared with the group and discussed.
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Recap of the Clean-up and 
Recycle Day for Web Page

The Clean-up and Recycle Day, organized by 
volunteers, helped employees prepare for 
the move. A recap was shared on the project 
web page.

2 West Space Refresh Promotion

A printed banner was created to explain the intent of the 2 West pilot, which coincided with the kick-off of the project 
initiative. The 6’ x 3’ banners were placed in high traffic public areas and employees were encouraged via the web page 
to walk over and visit the 2 West area. The new space would provide a greater variety and choice of group spaces. This 
information was shared at a forum with 2 West employees.

Banner displayed in lobbies and 2 West area

Collaboration Space Work Spaces Shared Social Spaces Unassigned Work Spaces Informal Group Space

Clean-up and Recycle Day
 
Volunteers from 2 West planned a day that was dedicated to 
cleaning out files, organizing used and unwanted items, and 
gathering waste for recycling. The process was so successful 
it will be used as a model for future move projects.

Protocols and  
Etiquette
 
Space protocols and 
workplace etiquette 
were shared with 
employees in a forum. 
The information was 
also provided in a 
document for reference.

Technology Tools and Processes

A guide was developed to inform members of the 
technology tools in use and being considered for 
the future. This was shared in meetings and on the 
web page.



Move Schedule

A move schedule was created and shared with employees to help them prepare for the moves that were phased over the 
course of three months.
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Communication Plan Summary

Following the move into the refreshed 2 West space, a 
number of activities were scheduled to continue the 
communication and support for the change.

Employee Forums
Forums were continued to allow for feedback and discussion 
on the space and Agile Work initiative.

Recognition – Completion of the Space
This is a day to formally welcome employees to the space 
and thank them for their support. It provides a chance to 
communicate what to expect next in the space, and how 
the work will continue on the pilot to understand new work 
behaviors, communication practices, and space use.
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